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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Convenience stores struggle with rising energy costs and a decline in consumer purchasing power. Forecourt retailers focus on private label development, in the face of their evolution into changing hubs. Supermarket giants Billa and Albert invest in smaller format stores.

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Large format players will continue to expand into convenience stores. Private label penetration in forecourt retailers to drive non-fuel sales at petrol stations. Innovation to continue apace, with automatic stores being the way of the future.

CHANNEL DATA

Supermarkets in the Czech Republic

KEY DATA FINDINGS
2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Supermarkets attempt to counter inflationary pressures on disposable incomes through promotional activities
Leading chains expand into small towns and rural areas, while Iceland is a casualty of a challenging operating environment
Billa and Albert look to sustainable solutions while Coop opens 'futuristic' store

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Slower growth, in face of ongoing economic uncertainty and switch towards value-for-money channels
Focus on fresh produce as well as sustainable in-store solutions
Modernisation of supermarkets expected, as retailers invest in new innovations
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Unprecedented promotional activity, as inflation reaches an all-time high
Leading players rejuvenate their stores
Albert and Globus enter convenience store format, with a focus on fresh goods

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Reduction of selling space will support profit margins
Continued focus on digitalisation
Kaufland to remain leading player
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Value-for-money positioning is a key strength in 2022, given the inflationary environment
Lidl retains its leading position, assisted by continued store expansion
Penny Market expands its range of private label offerings

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Steady expansion for discounters, as leading players expand their ranges to include more private label, branded and locally-produced offerings
New store formats and locations expected over the forecast period
Discounters to become more alike to regular supermarkets with more online offers
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Small local grocers struggle in face of inflationary pressures
Outlet numbers decline but trend towards local shopping approach benefits some stores
Growing competition from modern grocery formats in rural areas

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Little prospect of significant growth in face of inflationary pressures
Focus on fresh, healthy produce could unlock potential
Franchise agreements could prevent closures
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Department stores suffer from old-fashioned image
Variety stores successfully tap into discount retailing trend
Tchibo partners with e-commerce shop Košík.cz to sell its products

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Continued expansion for variety stores, thanks to their affordable prices
Untapped potential for e-commerce
Department store channel to continue on its path into obscurity
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Further store closures and restructuring activities amid high inflation
Pepco and Sinsay benefit from low-cost positioning
New ‘phygital’ store points towards the future of in-store shopping

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Number of outlets will continue to decline
Discount clothing brands to benefit from declining real disposable incomes
Players expected to invest in their digital strategies, as boundaries between offline and online retail begin to blur
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Despite strong online presence, some customers returned to physical stores
Datart retains its lead in increasingly consolidated landscape
Apple authorised sellers maintain a strong presence

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Difficult economic conditions will continue to impact on consumer spending
Shift to online platforms, but physical stores will still play an important role
Independent retailers will come under increasing pressure
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Decline in real disposable income levels impact growth in 2022
IKEA continues to build its pick-up point network
Pet shops see continued store expansion

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**
Ongoing economic uncertainty will continue to impact sales, with number of outlets expected to decline
E-commerce will play a greater role
Pet stores will benefit from boom in pet ownership and trend towards premium products
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**Health and Beauty Specialists in the Czech Republic**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2022 DEVELOPMENTS**
Beauty specialists benefit from reopening of shopping centres
Dm and Rossman chains take further steps towards digitalisation
Dr Max and BENU expand their bricks-and-mortar store networks, while Plulka focuses on e-commerce

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**
Healthy growth expected, thanks to health and wellness trends and return to pre-pandemic lifestyles
E-commerce poses a challenge to bricks-and-mortar stores, which will invest in additional customer services
Lack of expansion potential for pharmacies, with independents coming under mounting pressure from larger chains
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**Vending in the Czech Republic**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2022 DEVELOPMENTS**
Vending operators struggle amid tough economic environment
Innovative concepts have a mixed reception
Delikomat remains leader in 2022, followed by Very Goodies

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Slow growth in the face of strong competition from foodservice and other retail channels
Innovation required to sustain customer interest
Competitive environment will remain largely unchanged, although Very Goodies is poised for more rapid growth
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Direct Selling in the Czech Republic

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Mixed performance for direct-selling in 2022
Avon remains overall leader
Vorwerk continues to build share, having benefitted from period of home seclusion

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Slower growth during the forecast period
Live commerce offers scope for direct sellers
More consumers could look to become direct selling agents as economic pressures rise
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Retail E-Commerce in the Czech Republic

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
E-commerce faces stagnation in 2022, following pandemic boom
FMCG retailers continue online growth despite total e-commerce stagnation in 2022
High profile mergers and acquisitions as well as partnerships in 2022

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Further consolidation expected, in face of high inflation
Marketplaces will increase penetration over the forecast period
Pure e-com players to pursue a physical presence
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